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Abstract 

 
 

Surgical planning and navigation systems enable surgeons to carry out surgical interventions more accurately and 
less invasively, by tracking the surgical instruments with respect to the target anatomy. This talk will discuss several 
relevant aspects of this topic, such as a wireless hybrid navigation system primarily for laparoscopic surgeries, 
ultrasound based tracking of surgical robots for beating-heart surgeries, and other related studies. 
 

The main topic will focus on a wireless integrated navigation system in laparoscopic surgeries. In order to get the 
real-time position and orientation measurements of surgical instruments inside the human body, we developed a 
miniature tracking device, free of the constraints of line-of-sight or entangling sensor wires. The proposed sensor 
fusion algorithm integrates the information from miniature inertial measurement unit (IMU) and electromagnetic 
tracking (EMT) devices, based on a quaternion formulation of the system dynamics and sensor models. The 
experimental results show that the proposed system can meet the tracking requirements, in terms of tracking 
accuracy, latency and robustness. 
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *                   ALL ARE WELCOME                     *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
* Light refreshment will be served at 10am before the lecture * 
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